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Curing CML with imatinib—a dream come true?
Michael Deininger

imatinib was discontinued in patients with chronic myeloid leukemia (cMl) who gained a complete molecular 
response (cMR). of those patients with at least 12 months follow-up, 61% experienced recurrence, all of whom 
responded to rechallenge. The remaining patients maintained cMR, suggesting that imatinib may ‘cure’ a small 
proportion of patients with cMl.
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Can imatinib cure chronic myeloid leuke‑
mia (Cml)? no other question in the field 
of Cml has been debated with the same 
fervor since it was recognized that some 
patients with a complete molecular response 
(Cmr, defined as consistently negative tests 
for BCR-ABL transcripts in the blood), main‑
tain this response after discontinu ation of 
therapy.1 as almost all of the patients in this 
original report had previously been treated 
with interferon‑α (iFn‑α) it remained 
unclear whether or not this response could 
be accomplished with imatinib alone.1

mahon and colleagues now report the first 
results of the stop imatinib (stim) trial, 
which enrolled 100 patients who discontin‑
ued imatinib after achieving and maintain‑
ing Cmr for 2 years or more, including 49 
patients who had never received iFn‑α.2 of 
the 69 patients with at least 12 months of 
follow‑up (median 24 months), 42 (61%) 
experienced a re‑emergence of BCR-ABL 
transcripts; the remaining patients main‑
tained their Cmr. Factors independently 
associated with recurrence were female sex, 
shorter duration of imatinib therapy and high 
sokal risk disease at diagnosis, whereas previ‑
ous exposure to iFn‑α was not relevant. all 
but one of the recurrences occurred within 
7 months of stopping imatinib, and all patients 
with recurrent disease responded to imatinib 
rechallenge. this finding suggests that stop‑
ping imatinib may be safe if done with close 
monitoring, and that the term ‘recurrence’ 
should be used to distinguish this situation 
from ‘relapse’, which implies progression 
despite continued therapy. as it is possible 
to determine relatively early those patients 
whose disease is destined to recur, one might 
be able to decrease the frequency of monitor‑
ing once a patient has maintained Cmr for a 
yet to be determined length of follow‑up.

are patients with sustained Cmr off ima‑
tinib truly cured of Cml? at this point, the 
answer is a qualified ‘maybe’. First we have 
to be sure that what we are seeing is indeed 
a genuine plateau and not a slow but inexor‑
able attrition. a study reported in 2010 
using a patient‑specific Dna‑based assay 
found residual leukemia in seven out of 
eight patients who maintained Cmr after 
imatinib discontinuation;3 it is quite pos‑
sible that these seven patients will eventually 
proceed to nega tivity but it is also possible 
that the apparent inability to eradicate all 
residual BCR-ABL‑positive cells is a sign 
that a patient’s disease will eventually recur. 
the second consideration is more concep‑
tual: how do we define ‘cure’? a first thought 
would be to equate cure with the complete 
absence of BCR-ABL. this definition is 
radical but impractical, as it cannot be tested 
experimentally. moreover, we know that 
highly sensitive assays can detect BCR-ABL 
transcripts even in healthy volun teers.4 thus, 
another concept of cure is needed that takes 
account of the ability to safely discontinue 
treatment but not the certainty of having 
annihilated all Cml cells. in this frame of 
thinking, cure would be defined as a likeli‑
hood of developing clinical Cml that is no 
different from the general population. the 
fact that occasional relapses have occurred 
almost two decades after allo geneic stem‑cell 
transplant suggests that considerable obser‑
vation time will be needed before making 
this call.5 the major concern is that stopping 
imatinib in the absence of clonal extinction 
might lead to renewed exposure of Cml 
stem cells to BCR-ABL kinase acti vity, pro‑
moting genomic instability and, ultimately, 
disease progression.6

the stim study found no association 
between sustained Cmr and previous 

exposure to iFn‑α. these data are somewhat 
at odds with the French sti571 Prospective 
randomized interferon trial (sPirit) that 
reported increased Cmr rates in patients 
receiving a combination of imatinib plus 
pegylated iFn‑α compared with imatinib 
alone.7 it remains possible that simulta‑
neous administration of imatinib and iFn‑α 
is required rather than sequential adminis‑
tration. at some point this hypothesis may 
be tested by controlled discontinuation of 
therapy in a subset of the sPirit study.

Perhaps the most fascinating observation 
in the stim study is the apparent dichot‑
omy of outcomes: early recurrence versus 
no recurrence. what tentative conclusions 
can we draw from this pheno menon about 
the disease biology in the two groups? the 
behavior of the first cohort (those with early 
recurrence) is consistent with the current 
concept of residual disease in imatinib‑
treated Cml. leukemic progenitor cells, 
unlike stem cells, are sensitive to imatinib 
suggesting that the reconstitution of leuke‑
mic hematopoiesis at the expense of normal 
hematopoiesis may start immediately after 
imatinib treatment is stopped. the kinetics of 
recurrence in the stim study—an increase 
in leukemia load of approximately one log 
per month —suggests that residual leukemia 

Practice point

The stop imatinib (sTiM) study suggests 
that CML patients who consistently 
tested negative for BCR-ABL by reverse 
transcription PCR for at least 2 years may 
safely stop imatinib, provided they are 
subjected to intense monitoring to detect 
disease recurrence. Given the limited 
experience with the approach and the short 
follow-up of the study this should be done 
only in the setting of a clinical trial.
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‘smolders’ at a level that is 10–107 times 
lower than the detection limit of the PCr 
assay (Figure 1). importantly, a high sokal 
risk is a reliable predictor of recurrence. this 
situation is strikingly different from patients 
with Cmr who continue therapy and have a 
very low risk of relapse irrespective of their 
risk at presentation.8 thus, some cases of 
Cml must have biological properties that 
are controlled only by continued therapy, 
irrespective of Cmr. the second distinct 
feature of patients with a rapid recurrence 
is a shorter duration of imatinib therapy. at 
first glance, this finding seems to suggest a 
higher level of residual leukemia, consis‑
tent with the slow but steady reduction of 
BCR-ABL transcripts in imatinib respond‑
ers treated on the international randomized 
study of interferon and sti571 (iris) trial.9 
However, in this case one would expect to 
see recurrences continue with time, rather 
than the dichotomy observed in the stim 
study. to reconcile prediction and observa‑
tion we postulate the existence of a threshold 
with a minimum residual number of leuke‑
mic cells required to reconstitute leukemic 
hemato poiesis (in analogy to minimum 
viable population sizes in animal species10). 
once suppressed below this threshold, the 
BCR-ABL‑positive clone may lose its recon‑
stitution potential; certain immunological 
mechanisms may control it or it may finally 
become extinct by chance (Figure 1).

mahon and colleagues estimate that 10% 
of patients with Cml may be eligible for a 
trial of imatinib discontinuation.2 thus, 
with a 40% rate of sustained Cmr, 4% of 
Cml patients may be ‘curable’ with ima‑
tinib. the big question is whether the more 
potent BCR-ABL inhibitors nilotinib and 

dasatinib will increase this rate by a signifi‑
cant margin. at least two scenarios are pos‑
sible. Firstly, a more potent inhibitor will 
drive disease burden below the ‘threshold of 
no return’ in a larger proportion of patients. 
the observation that a longer duration of 
imatinib therapy predicts a higher likeli‑
hood of maintaining Cmr after stopping 
could support this scenario. secondly, the 
capacity of the Cml clone to undergo com‑
plete involution may represent an infrequent 
biological feature—extremely low risk—that 
is determined a priori, and not modified by 
BCR-ABL kinase inhibitors. in this case, the 
rates of non‑recurrence would remain at a 
comparable level with more‑potent tyrosine 
kinase inhibitors. whatever the case, the 
most meaningful end point of any future 
interventional study in Cml, as mahon 
and colleagues propose, will be the ability to  
discontinue therapy after inducing Cmr.

what are the practical implications for 
patients with Cml in 2011? First and fore‑
most: caution. at this point the stim data 
are preliminary and follow‑up is too short 
for changes in clinical practice. as with 
any experimental treatment, patients who 
wish to stop imatinib should enroll in a 
controlled trial. if this approach is not fea‑
sible and a patient insists on being taken off 
therapy, then intense monitoring with high‑
quality reverse transcription PCr (rt‑PCr) 
is mandatory. inclusion in the stim study 
required at least five negative rt‑PCr tests 
over a 2‑year period using highly sensitive 
assays, and similarly stringent criteria must 
be applied in every other setting. the biggest 
concern is that the results of the stim trial 
are misinterpreted as a carte blanche to stop 
therapy in unsuitable patients and with 

insufficient monitoring. the good news, 
however, is that Cmr achieved with ima‑
tinib monotherapy may in some patients 
continue indefi nitely after stopping therapy. 
if this finding really holds true we might start 
talking about a cure.
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Figure 1 | Hypothetical model of chronic myeloid leukemia persistence and recurrence versus 
extinction. whether the leukemic clone can be erradicated may depend on inherent feature of 
the disease or on the duration of therapy or both.
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